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affliction A condition of suffering or distress due to ill health.
Poor people in great affliction.

astride With a leg on each side of something.
He stood legs astride.

bear (of a vehicle or boat) convey (passengers or cargo.
Interest bearing accounts.

bearable Capable of being borne though unpleasant.
Things to make life in the tropics more bearable.

bleeding Used for emphasis, or to express annoyance.
She looks so bleeding bored all day.

dais A platform raised above the surrounding level to give prominence to the
person on it.

easel A wooden frame for holding an artist’s work while it is being painted or
drawn.

endurable Capable of being borne though unpleasant.
My journey was long but endurable.

endure Continue to live through hardship or adversity.
The legend of Elvis endures.

experience
The knowledge or skill acquired by a period of practical experience of
something especially that gained in a particular profession.
You should have the necessary experience in health management.

forbearance Good-natured tolerance of delay or incompetence.
His unfailing courtesy and forbearance under great provocation.

metamorphosis
A complete change of physical form or substance especially as by magic
or witchcraft.
The metamorphosis of the old house into something new and exciting.
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orthopedic Of or relating to orthopedics.
Orthopedic shoes.

pain Cause mental or physical pain to.
The pain of loneliness.

patience
The capacity to accept or tolerate delay, problems, or suffering without
becoming annoyed or anxious.
I have run out of patience with her.

perseverance The act of persisting or persevering; continuing or repeating behavior.
Medicine is a field which requires dedication and perseverance.

persevere
Continue in a course of action even in the face of difficulty or with little
or no indication of success.
His family persevered with his treatment.

persist Be persistent refuse to stop.
He persisted to call me every night.

persistence The act of persisting or persevering; continuing or repeating behavior.
The persistence of huge environmental problems.

principled (of a system or method) based on a given set of rules.
A principled person.

resourcefulness The ability to find quick and clever ways to overcome difficulties.
A man of great resourcefulness.

stand Have or maintain a position or stand on an issue.
A taxi stand.

suffer Undergo or suffer.
He d suffered a great deal since his arrest.

sufferance A disposition to tolerate or accept people or situations.
Charles was only here on sufferance.

suffering Psychological suffering.
Suffering refugees.

surgery
An occasion on which an MP, lawyer, or other professional person gives
advice.
He read the warning in the doctor s surgery.

tolerable Able to be endured.
The climate is at least tolerable.

tolerate
Allow the existence, occurrence, or practice of (something that one
dislikes or disagrees with) without interference.
The patient does not tolerate the anti inflammatory drugs we gave him.
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toleration
The practice of tolerating something, in particular differences of opinion
or behaviour.
All people should practice toleration and live together in peace.

tribulation A cause of great trouble or suffering.
Life is full of tribulations.


